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UPnP Specifications & Architecture



These Device Control Protocols are fundamental documents that anchor the UPnP architecture and provide a blueprint for implementing UPnP technology in devices.

Read More



























UPnP Certification



Learn more about how to certify your product for UPnP functionality and find resources for UPnP specifications, links, and more.

Read More





























Tutorials, Guides & Developer Resources



UPnP provides building blocks for developers using UPnP devices and services. this page contains guides, SDKs, toolkits, and other resources for developers to implement UPnP technology.

Read More



























Presentations & Whitepapers



These presentations and whitepapers provide useful background information and updates on the latest UPnP initiatives.

Read More


























Driving the Internet of Things: OCF Automotive Project accelerates connected vehicles

Posted on: October 26, 2018
[image: Automotive Project]

If you’ve purchased a new vehicle in the past decade, chances are it is … [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog Tagged With: AI, Auto, automotive ecoysystem, IoT, OCF Automotive Project, smart car, Smart Home
Introducing the OCF China Forum

Posted on: March 26, 2019
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The Open Connectivity Foundation’s (OCF) mission not only provides specifications, code and a certification program to enable OCF-certified solutions that interoperate with current IoT devices and legacy systems, but also creates an enhanced end user experience by seamlessly bridging to other ecosystems. The OCF does this to achieve global industry consolidation around a common, interoperable approach.

With this goal in mind, we are proud to announce the formal launch of the OCF China Forum. The China Forum was established with 31 member companies in February of 2019 by the China Electrical Apparatus Research Institute Co., Ltd. (CEI) with Kong Ruixun, Deputy Chief Engineer, acting as chairmen of the forum.

… [Read More]
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The OCF Automotive Project: Driving Global Interoperability and Adoption

















Enabling A Secure Connected Automotive Ecosystem Through Industry Collaboration

The goal of the Open Connectivity Foundation’s (OCF) Automotive Project is to ensure seamless interoperability among the connected vehicles of tomorrow and connected devices, and cities. The project will deliver the technology, standards, and certification needed to facilitate interoperability with the Internet of Things (IoT).

Motivation

	Despite the significant momentum in the market towards autonomous and connected vehicle enablement, the business or technical models for connecting automobiles to the rest of the IoT ecosystem is not clearly defined. The OCF Automotive Project will change this by closely working with OCF members, automakers, existing automotive alliances, open source projects, device makers, and standards bodies to define and deliver the requirements for secure interoperability between connected vehicles and IoT.
	OCF members and global market leaders, including Samsung, Honeywell, SmartThings, ETRI, GRL, and Tinnos are collaborating on the project.


Open Specifications

	OCF is the largest international consortium comprising of more than 300 member companies that have clearly defined and agreed upon the data, security, and connectivity models for IoT devices and services in multiple verticals like SmartHome, Healthcare, etc.
	The OCF Automotive Project aims to define data models conforming to the above specifications for the automotive domain, to enable secure connectivity between vehicles and the existing OCF domains.
	The Project will generate data models.
	The automated process of the site enables crowd sourcing of data models that helps in rapid development of new devices and services for the IoT.


Breaking Through the Barriers

	Technology companies and car manufacturers agree the connected automobile is the next domain for disruptive innovation, but solutions and services currently in the market are mostly proprietary in nature.
	Common standards and open source implementations are the key drivers that will help the automotive industry to speed up development of new product, features and services –while addressing interoperability issues together.


A Secure Interoperable Future

	The OCF Automotive Project will deliver the data models, which in turn drive certification requirements. The certification process, delivered through multiple authorized labs around the world, help ensure that OCF compliant products are meeting security, safety, and interoperability requirements for IoT devices.
	The Project will also deliver an open source reference implementation of the OCF specification via IoTivity. The IoTivity open source community works with the specifications defined by the OCF to help develop the compliant implementation that helps developers to quickly address consumer requirements and bring exciting new features.


Endless Possibilities - How the Automotive IoT Will Affect the World

Initially, the project will deliver the specifications and open source for enabling cross vertical IoT use cases in automotive. The specifications can be used to develop:

1. A Vehicle data model translator (located in cloud or vehicle), enabling services like:

	Remotely unlocking only a trunk for package delivery or hood for maintenance
	Automatically signaling distress to a hospital emergency room or family members
	Asset tracking from a browser
	Fleet management for ride hailing/vehicle sharing services
	Vehicle customization based on consumer preference
	Remotely or automatically setting climate based upon time of day and outside temperature
	Work-aware vehicles
	OBD device interactions
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2. Vehicles with OCF capability, enabling services and features such as:

	Unlocking vehicles over Bluetooth without cloud connectivity
	Advertise transportation availability for ride hailing/car sharing
	Automatically connecting with parking systems to identify available parking slots
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Read more on the OCF Automotive FAQ page.





















OCF Recap – IFA 2017

Posted on: September 19, 2017
By Kim Lewis, Marketing Communications Work Group Chair for Open Connectivity Foundation.

Established as Europe’s go-to consumer electronics conference, Berlin’s IFA 2017 set the stage for the next generation of our increasingly connected digital lives. This year’s event took place earlier this month and featured more than 1,800 exhibitors from companies like, Samsung and LG. From smart home appliances to drones and wearables, the event showed off the latest and greatest consumer technologies set to enter the market in the coming months.

… [Read More]
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